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Bowie-area robotics team members
 show their home-school spirit
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f t Team prepares for competition next month

FEBRUARY 24, 2016, 5:10 PM

n one sense, the Bowie-based Irrational Engineers robotics team is the ultimate
 collection of free agents.

All 22 members of the team composed of high school-aged kids from in and around
 Bowie are home-schooled.

Chenelle Foster, 16, of Mitchellville and student coach Caleb Schaeffer, 18, of Bowie put the finishing touches on the
 Irrational Engineers robot in preparation for two district robotics competitions next month. The Irrational Engineers team
 includes 22 high-school age students, all of whom are home-schooled. Courtesy photo - Original Credit: (HANDOUT)
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Some team members had been involved in robotics teams before, working alongside kids
 from area public and private schools. But sometimes it was difficult to coordinate
 everyone's schedules to get all the work done; the home-schooled students naturally had
 a less-structured schedule than their conventional-schooled teammates.

"It just became a matter of having the ability to be flexible with our time in ways that the
 others didn't because they're in a traditional setting," said assistant coach Christine
 Schaeffer, whose son Caleb, came up with the name for the squad.

"We thought we'd like to bring more home-schoolers in and we shared the idea of making
 a team (in the local home-school community) and we got a very encouraging response,"
 said John Wilson, who serves as the coach of the team.

The disparate group has been hard at
 work building their robot for competition
 season, which begins next month. There
 will be district competitions at Walt
 Whitman High School in Potomac and
 South River High in Edgewater, with the
 possibility of moving on to test its robot
 (which is named "Slice of Pi" – a nice bit
 of engineering humor, like the team's
 name) at the University of Maryland's
 Xfinity Center.

Teams in the FIRST (For Inspiration &
 Recognition of Science and Technology) robotics competition get six weeks to built their
 robot. The process began in early January and wound up Tuesday night, when all the
 teams had to put their contraptions aside until competition begins.
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"This looks like a robot that's going to be
 a good-performing robot," Schaeffer said.

The compressed time period has made for
 some long nights. Because the team isn't
 affiliated with a school, it must come up
 with its own supplies, tools and work
 space. Fortunately, local businessman
 Todd Stevens of Landmark Property
 Services donated some office space for
 the group to use.

But team members also had to raise
 money and conduct community outreach
 projects in addition to building the robot.

For team members, the variety of skills needed for the lead-up to the competition is a
 large part of what makes their participation so fulfilling.

"I don't like doing the same thing over and over again," said Caleb Schaeffer, who made a
 presentation on the group before the Bowie City Council earlier this year. "That's dull
 and boring to me. And that's what this is not. It always keeps you on your toes."

Chenelle Foster, 16, of Mitchellville, recoiled at the idea of helping to build a robot when
 she was first approached about getting involved three years ago.

"I said, 'That sounds like the nerdiest thing I could possibly do,' '' she recalled.

Now, she's hooked. She's serving as team captain of the Irrational Engineers this year
 and thinks her experience with robotics has helped make her more outgoing and
 confident.

"There's a big difference between then and now because I didn't like to do a lot of talking
 then," she said. "I was not a very talkative person. But within three months of joining the
 team, I had to do a solo 30-minute presentation about the team, about the robot, about
 the things we had done ... After that, things kind of clicked. Now I do a lot of writing and
 helping to prepare presentations – and building the robot."

In this year's competition, every team's robot will be required to storm a miniature castle,
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 navigating different types of terrain and entry points during its approach. The Irrational
 Engineers opted for a slim, low-to-the-ground design (it looks like a sort of metallic pie,
 which is how it got its name) for better maneuverability. Like all the robots in the
 competition, it will be controlled remotely, and features tank treads – the better to roll
 over any obstacles in its path.

The robot also features a pneumatic-powered arm, which will be needed to launch plastic
 balls (think of them as boulders) through the window of the turret. The arm will also
 grab hold when the robot attempts to climb up the turret. Successfully completing each
 activity earns points for the team.

"I'm really excited about how it's going to turn out," said team member Fallon Orcurto,
 14, of Bowie. "I think it's going to perform really, really well."
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